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Abstract: The development of Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) has affected
various fields including the automotive industry. Therefore, vehicle network protocols such as Controller
Area Network (CAN), Local Interconnect Network (LIN), and FlexRay have been introduced. Although
CAN is the most widely used for vehicle network protocol, its security issue is not properly addressed.
In this paper, we propose a security gateway, an improved version of existing CAN gateways, to protect
CAN from spoofing and DoS attacks. We analyze sequence of messages based on the driver’s behavior
to resist against spoofing attack and utilize a temporary ID and SipHash algorithm to resist against
DoS attack. For the verification of our proposed method, OMNeT++ is used. The suggested method
shows high detection rate and low increase of traffic. Also, analysis of frame drop rate during DoS
attack shows that our suggested method can defend DoS attack.
Keywords: CAN, Security Gateway, Spoofing, DoS
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Introduction

traffic, the cost of utilization, etc.
Therefore, we propose a heuristics method that can
solve the issues such as traffic and verification, etc. By
introducing a security gateway that modifies the existing gateway that CAN currently uses, we can defend
against spoofing and DoS attacks. Furthermore, by an
experiment using OMNeT++, the proposed method
can effectively defend against spoofing and DoS attacks
and demonstrates its effectiveness by showing only a
low increase of traffic.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section
2 describes the background basic information about
CAN, vulnerabilities in CAN, and related work about
defense against attacks in CAN. In Section 3, some assumptions are defined and our method that can defend against spoofing and DoS attacks through a security gateway are proposed. OMNeT++, which is used
in experiments and our implmentation is described in
Section 4. Section 5 details the results and discusses its
limitations. Finally, the conclusion and future work are
discussed in Section 6.

The development of ICT has affected various fields.
Among these, automotive field has also been greatly
affected after the combination with ICT. Electronic
Control Unit (ECU) that controls engine, break, and
transmission in vehicle was introduced due to ICT and
it has significantly contributed to digitalization of vehicle. The number of ECUs in recent vehicles is said
to be up to 70, and the importance of ECU will continue to increase. Although controlling a vehicle became convenient due to each ECU, vehicle network protocol was needed to communicate with other ECUs. To
solve this problem, vehicle network protocol like CAN,
LIN, FlexRay were proposed. Among these protocols,
CAN is the most widely used for vehicle network protocol, and is regarded as the worldwide standard.
Although the introduction of ECU made vehicle control more efficient and convenient, security issue in CAN
is not properly addressed at its design stage and security challenge happens. Vehicle security research has
gained the importance due to recent hacking incidents
such as GM and Chrysler vehicles. Because CAN has
certain vulnerable characteristics, it is easy to attack
vehicles employing such a system. Some attacks are
attempted such as spoofing and DoS attacks. These attempts are proved through many recent research[1][2][3]
and countermeasures about security in vehicle are important. To solve this problem, various research [4][5]
have been undertaken. However, because it is difficult
to build an experimental environment due to the high
cost involved and accessibility issues, some ideas remain
unproven or have inherent issues such as the volume of
˚
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Background

2.1 CAN
CAN is a standard vehicle network and was proposed
by R. Bosch at the 1982 conference of the Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE). Bosch released CAN 2.0,
which is a current specification, in 1991 and submitted
it to the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). “ISO 11989” was released as a standard in
1991. In addition, when an amendment was submitted
to ISO, ISO 11989 was extended and a CAN that had
a 29 bit ID field was introduced called “CAN 2.0B.”
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2.2 Vulnerabilities in CAN
1) Bus architecture
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attacks in the CAN. In IDS, the transmission characteristics in CAN is deployed, unlike the existing method
in the wired or wireless network environment that examines the content of messages. Because messages in
CAN are transferred periodically, a method[11] using
the periodicity of messages has been proposed. In addition, a detection technique using a white-list has been
suggested. The white-list technique [8] makes a table,
which stores the messages that are used in CAN, to
detect attacks by checking each ID in the table. This
method is used in each ECU or gateway in the CAN
bus. Also, by combining the proposed methods mentioned above, new methods[9][13][14] that checks the
periodicity of messages, the ID, etc has been suggested.
Finally, there is a method[15] that has a monitor mode
and a verification mode; messages are monitored using
IDs in the monitor mode. If there are suspect messages,
the mode is changed to the verification mode and verification is processed using MAC.
A method[10] utilizes the characteristic of broadcasting in CAN was suggested. It checks whether a message
is made from itself using the own message ID. If messages have not originated from its own self, it notifies
the other ECUs in the CAN by sending error frames.
In other words, if the attack ECU creates messages using other ECU’s ID, the ECU with the corresponding
ID can know that messages are invalid by checking the
ID of messages. These ideas can defend attacks, but,
they have security issues such as modification of existing ECU, and its verification.

CAN uses bus architecture, so it has broadcast characteristic which means that all nodes in CAN receive
messages without any restriction. Therefore, it is easy
to execute a sniffing attack. A node can receive all messages from the bus, so, if the attacker maliciously installs an ECU, attacker can monitor all messages in the
CAN bus. In addition, using the On-Board DiagnosticsII (OBD-II), which is used for diagnosis of a vehicle, it
is easy to getting message from the CAN bus due to the
broadcasting environment. An attacker can analyze the
meaning of the collected messages and create new messages like the ones used in a spoofing attack.
2) Arbitration process
Next, CAN offers an autonomous arbitration process
to avoid collisions between messages when sending a
message. The arbitration process is performed using an
arbitration field in the data frame. There are two levels
(dominant and recessive) in CAN, and the dominant(0)
level has a higher priority than the recessive(1) level.
Due to this characteristic, a low ID has higher priority
in the CAN. Thus, the arbitration field in data frame is
compared with other data frames using two levels and
the lower ID can send messages to CAN bus. Using this
characteristic, the attacker is able to find which ID has
the highest priority in the CAN and creates messages
that have the highest priority in the CAN. When the
attacker continuously sends such messages to the CAN
bus, other nodes cannot send messages to the CAN
bus. As a result, the vehicle cannot be operated, because messages cannot be sent.

2.3.2

3) No Authentication
Finally, the biggest vulnerability in CAN is that there
is no message authentication. Basically, the ID in the
CAN frame is used for the transmission and arbitration
processes, but this ID does not represent the sender.
Because this ID is used for whether messages are received at the receiver, nodes in the CAN cannot know
where messages in the CAN originated. Therefore, an
attacker can send fake messages that use message IDs
obtained through sniffing. A receiver cannot verify the
authenticity of any messages, because the attacker’s
message ID is valid. Thus, spoofing and DoS attacks
can be easily executed.
2.3 Previous work
Many ideas have been suggested to defend against
spoofing and DoS attacks that are security threats in
the CAN. These ideas can be divided into two classes;
methods using characteristics of CAN, methods using
cryptographic algorithms. Below are representative ideas.
2.3.1

Class I: Methods using Characteristics of
CAN
There are two defense methods using characteristics
of CAN. First method uses intrusion detection system
(IDS) that uses characteristics of CAN such as ID, periodicity of messages etc. Second method uses broadcast characteristic in CAN to detect attacks. The IDS
method has been suggested to detect spoofing and DoS
2

Class II: Methods using Cryptographic
Primitives
There are two defense methods using cryptographic
primitives. One method uses message authentication
code (MAC) and another is to use existing cryptographic algorithms. Using MAC to check message integrity has been applied to CAN. Various ideas[7][16][18]
that use hash-based MAC, CBC-MAC, or autonomously
developed MAC algorithm have been proposed. However, they encounter similar problems like increasing
traffic. The suggested ideas use any length larger than
64 bit, which is the maximum length of data in CAN.
Thus, additional messages are created for the authentication of integrity. Due to the additional messages, the
traffic in CAN will increase.
Another proposed method uses existing cryptographic
algorithms. A method[12] using AES, which is a type
of cryptographic algorithm, was suggested. In addition,
there is a method[6] that shares a pair-wise secret key
between ECUs to encrypt messages. In this situation,
forgery prevention and the authentication of messages
are both performed by the MAC. The ideas suggested
above ensure confidentiality and integrity that CAN
does not offer, but the ideas have overhead such as
padding value and increasing traffic. If the padding
value is always same, an attacker can easily learn the
value to use in future attacks on CAN. Another problem is the increase in traffic. For example, when messages are encrypted by AES, the data length must be
128 bit. AES is a block cipher and requires that data
length is a minimum of 128 bit. Because data length in

frames is up to 64 bit in CAN, the length must be extended to use AES. Therefore, additional message will
be created.
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the malicious ECU using wireless device such as smart
phone, tablet, and laptop. The attacker can easily know
various information in CAN bus such as ID, messages.
Based on this information, the attacker can do sniffing,
spoofing, replay, and DoS attacks.

Our Approach

3.3 Defense Scheme
Before explaining our method in detail, we describe
the basic background.

3.1 Assumptions
Below are the required assumptions for the method
proposed in this paper.

3.3.1 Defense using Driver’s Behavior
Our method is based on driver’s behavior and the
methods using driver’s behavior have been also suggested. There are some research[19][20][21] about analyzing driver’s behavior through collected data in vehicle. The suggested method uses data based on driver’s
behaviors such as angle of handle, speed of vehicle revolution, and position of pedal, etc. These data can give
clue of driver’s behavior and would be used for detecting attack. This detection method can be used with
machine learning or data mining algorithms. Kwak et
al. [22] is one of the methods using driver’s behavior
and data mining. They suggested a framework for detecting attacks. In this framework, data from driver’s
behavior are collected and used for making or updating
detection rule. However, because it is not implemented,
effective and efficiency of their method are not verified.

1) The security gateway and the ECUs in the CAN
bus already share a specific derivation function
and a secret key.
- Basically, the manufacturer can insert anything
in the ECU and gateway; therefore, they can insert a key into the ECU and gateway during the
manufacturing process.
2) The IDs of the security gateway and the ECUs
have already been determined.
- It is also possible that the manufacturer can determine the ID of the ECU and gateway during
the manufacturing process.
3) The security gateway stores the information about
the ECU that exists in the domain.
- During the manufacturing process, information
about ECU can be inserted into the security gateway by the manufacturer.

3.3.2 Security Gateway
As the number of ECUs is increasing in the modern
design of CAN bus, it is required for seperated domains
to properly manage the enlarged traffic. Thus, security
gateways are introduced in CAN like Figure 2.

3.2 Attack Model
In this paper, our attacking model is assumed as follow: The attacker performs attacks using the OBD-II
port. An OBD-II port is installed in vehicles for diagnostic purpose, which is connected to the CAN bus.
Thus, an attacker can attack the CAN bus by just connecting to the OBD-II port. Initially, this attack was
complicated, but an attack using CANtact in Figure
1 is feasible now. Because CANtact is small size, it is
difficult to be detected by a driver.

Figure 2: Gateway in CAN
The security gateway adds security functions to the
gateways. There are two functions in the security gateway. One function is authenticating each ECU. In this
situation, security gateway authenticates whether ECU
in CAN is valid or not. Another function is detecting
attacks in CAN. At this time, security gateway detects
attacks such as spoofing or DoS with detection algorithms.
Because security gateway can do more things than
ECU, it is useful to defend attacks. Therefore, the security gateway in this paper is used for defending attacks. Basically, the security gateway monitors its domain and defends against spoofing and DoS attacks.
Figure 3 shows the structure of the security gateway,

Figure 1: CANtact
In this situation, the attacker can know the ID of
the ECUs in the CAN bus and the meaning of each ID.
As mentioned above, because CAN is a broadcasting
environment, it is easy to sniff messages. Therefore, the
attacker can easily know the IDs of ECUs.
There is another method to attack a vehicle. The
attacker can insert malicious ECU into the vehicle.
The attacker can do it if attacker has the knowledge
of vehicle or through mechanic. It is harder for the
driver to detect attack ECU, because it is not visible
to the driver. In this situation, the attacker connects to
3

Table 1: Basic ECUs

which consists of four components. The role of each
component is as follows:
①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦
⑧
⑨
⑩

ECU
Electronic Stability Control ECU
Transmission ECU
Engine Control Module ECU
Electronic Break Control Module ECU
Electric Power Steering ECU
Throttle ECU
Instrument Cluster ECU
Electric Parking Break ECU
Light Control Module ECU
Adaptive Front Lighting ECU

the expected message is not witnessed and other message is discovered, the detector considers the possibility of a spoofing attack. However, because this message
may be sent by a normal ECU, a verification process
must be performed. At this time, the verification process will be performed through the management component and SipHash, which is a keyed hash algorithm
that uses a simple operation such as Add-Rotate-Xor
(ARX). SipHash is also optimized for a short message,
resulting in a 64-bit tag value. Therefore, it is suitable
for constrained devices such as an ECU.
The security gateway requests the hashed value of
the suspect message. The ECU that sent the suspect
message calculates the hashed value and sends it to the
security gateway. Then, the management component
in the security gateway calculates the hashed value of
the suspect message and compares it to the received
hashed value. If the two hashed values are same, verification succeeds, and if the hashed values are different,
verification fails. In other words, a verification failure
can be considered as an attack. At this time, the attacker does not know this secret key, so cannot create
same hashed value. Thus, the attacker cannot send a
verification message, and the attack can be detected.

Figure 3: Structure of security gateway
1) Detection component
- Component for detecting spoofing and DoS attacks.
2) Routing component
- Component for arranging transfers to other domains.
3) Management component
- Component for managing tables and creating
messages and seeds
4) CAN component
- Component for CAN communication
3.3.3 Spoofing Defense
The sequence of messages based on the driver’s behavior is used to defend against spoofing attacks. There
are various ECUs in CAN, and these ECUs are used for
specific purposes. For example, different ECUs are in
charge of the door, lights, brake, engine, etc.
Each ECU is used for a specific purpose. We think
how each ECU is associated with the others and defines
the sequence of messages determined by the driver’s
behavior. Thus, a spoofing attack can be detected by
monitoring the sequence of messages. Because an attacker cannot know what ECUs exist in the CAN bus,
the attacker cannot know the flow of messages. Thus,
when the attacker tries to use a spoofing attack, this
attack violates the sequence of messages, which can be
detected by monitoring the sequence of messages. Using this information, the sequence of driver’s behavior
can be made according to what ECUs represent the
basic ECUs used in the vehicle. Table 1 represents the
basic ECUs that are used in vehicle.
Table 2 shows 10 driver’s behaviors based on the
basic ECU. For example, if the driver stops his vehicle, brake, gears, and engine will operate in that order. Thus, the Electronic Brake Control Module ECU,
Transmission ECU, and Engine Control Module ECU
will operate in this order and the related messages will
flow in the CAN bus. Using this sequence, the detection component in the security gateway monitors the
CAN bus. When the first message in the table is detected, the next message in table will be monitored. If

Table 2: Sequence of messages based on driver’s behavior
Driver’s behavior
1) Usual
2) Left/Right turn, U-tern
3) Ignition
4) Stop
5) Acceleration
6) Deacceleration
7) Parking/stop
8) Light
9) Backward movement
10) Change of line

Sequence of
①→②
④→②→⑤
⑥→③→②
④→⑥→
②→⑥→
④→⑥→
④→②→⑥→
⑨→⑩
④→②→⑤
⑨→⑦→⑤

messages
→③
→⑥→③
→⑥→⑦
③→②
③→⑦
③→⑦
③→⑧→⑦
→⑦
→⑦→②
→⑥→③

3.3.4 DoS Defense
Finally, a temporary ID for defending against DoS
attacks is proposed. First, the security gateway monitors frames in the CAN bus and detects a DoS attack.
A DoS attack is detected using the existing method
that analyzes the frequency of messages. At this time,
messages that have high priorities are monitored. If a
monitored message are transferred faster than defined
4

frequency, it may be a DoS attack. To defend against
such DoS attack, the management component in the
security gateway creates a seed for a temporary ID.
Then, the temporary ID used in each ECU is created
using the seed in the management component before it
is sent and examined to check whether they have same
ID. If the ID is same, the seed is created again to repeat
the process. In addition, once the temporary ID used in
each ECU is created, the table that corresponds to the
existing ID will be created for a smooth communication
with the other domains.
The created seed is transferred to each ECU. The
ECUs that receive messages from the security gateway
make a temporary ID using the transferred seed. At this
time, the pre-shared derivation function and SipHash
are used to create a temporary ID. First, the median
value that is used in the SipHash input is made using the seed. Eq(1) is an equation of derived value for
determining the median value.

4.1 Our Experiment
Although OMNeT++ offers various basic models for
the network simulation, CAN models are not offered in
OMNeT++. Therefore, Keigo et al. [24] developed a
CAN model based on the basic model in OMNeT++.
However, the CAN basic model that is offered by
[24] cannot simultaneously send and receive messages,
because sender and receiver are separated. Thus, the
model does not reflect actual behavior of ECUs that
can send and receive messages simultaneously. In addition, because there is only the data frame, additional
implementation of frames in CAN is required to test our
method fully. We modify the CAN basic model. Furthermore, the security gateway proposed in this paper
is added to this CAN basic model. Finally, some minor
parts were added or modified.
Next, the basic topology is implemented based on
the structure of the vehicle. Because the structure of
the vehicle consists of three parts, engine part, break
part, and assistance part, a basic topology also consists
of three parts. Each part is made up of ECUs in Table
1, which is presented in Section 3. Figure 4 shows the
basic topology, and each of the three parts is made
of the ECUs mentioned in Table 1. In addition, there
are three security gateways and each security gateway
manages its domain.

ID ` seed
(1)
n
n represents the total number of ECUs in a domain
and seed is value from security gateway. ID is ECU’s ID.
Because an attacker does not have information about
inside of vehicle, the attacker does not know n. Thus,
this equation is appropriate. Next, below is the final
temporary ID.

Lowest 11 bit of SipHashp

ID1 ` seed
q mod IDh (2)
n

Eq(2) is used to create temporary ID. ID1 is ECU’s
ID and seed is value from security gateway and IDh
is ID that has highest priority in domain. The median
value is inserted into SipHash as input. Then, a 64-bit
tag value is obtained and the 11 bit that is the lowest
bit in the 64-bit tag value is extracted. A modular operation is performed with this value and the highest ID.
Through the modular operation, the value that is lower
than the highest ID will be obtained, and it means that
this value has a higher priority than the highest priority ID in the CAN bus. Therefore, if ECUs use the replaced temporary ID instead of the original ID, there is
no communication problem because the temporary ID
has a higher priority than the attacker’s ID. This enables ECUs to communicate with each other regardless
of any DoS attack. At this time, the attacker stops his
DoS attack because he knows the attack is having no
effect on the CAN bus. When the security gateway detects this event, the security gateway sends messages
to notify other components that the DoS attack has
ended.
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Figure 4: Basic topology
Below is ID of basic ECUs in each part that are used
in experiment.
1) Engine part
•
•
•
•

Implementation

Throttle ECU: 0x61
Engine Control Module ECU: 0x31
Electric Power Steering ECU: 0x51
Transmission ECU: 0x21

2) Break part

Our method is implemented using OMNET++, which
is an open source program that can test networks and
is used for testing various network environments such
as Ethernet, wireless, mobile, and p2p. Because OMNeT++ is based on C++, anyone who uses C++ can
easily organize his/her own experimental environment
by modifying and testing code in OMNeT++.

• Electronic Break Control Module ECU: 0x41
• Electric Parking Break ECU: 0x81
3) Assistance part
• Electronic Stability Control ECU: 0x11
• Light Control Module ECU: 0x91
5

• Adaptive Front Lighting ECU: 0x101
• Instrument Cluster ECU: 0x71

3 represents increased frames. From the table, the increase range is from 0.08% to 0.41%, when there are 30
ECUs. It shows an average increase of 0.11%. This is
low considering the rate of total frames. When there are
40 ECUs, the increase range is from 0.11% ot 0.37%.
The average increase is 0.19%, so it is slightly increased.
As the number of ECUs is increased, the total number
of frames is similarly increased. Therefore, the number
of frames that requires the verification is relatively increased. Therefore, it is determined that the traffic increased slightly. However, the average increase is 0.11%,
which is a relatively small portion of total frames.

Additional ECUs are added to the basic topology in
each experiment. 20 and 30 additional ECUs are added
to the first and second experiment, because the average
ECUs in vehicle are 30 from 40. The attack ECU is
in one of parts in the basic topology for the spoofing
attack and the attack frame is transferred to the CAN
bus at an arbitrary time.
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Result

5.1 Result I: Spoofing Defense
The detection rate and the increase in traffic are measured in the spoofing attack. The detection rate is measured by changing the number of attack frames, when
there were 30 or 40 ECUs. Table 4 shows the detection
rate for 30 and 40 ECUs. Examining Table 4, the detection rate is approximately 99%, 98.8%, and 98.5% when
there were 10, 20, and 30 attack frames. Although the
detection rates are generally high, the detection rate
becomes low as the number of ECUs and attack frames
increases. The lower detection rate is a false positive
that detects normal frames as attack frames. In the
proposed spoofing defense method, there is a verification process and false positives occur in this process.
There are two frames, one is data frame and another
is verification frame. If data frame arrives before arriving verification frame, this frame may be considered
as a verification frame. Thus, the verification process
will be failed and a false positive will occur despite it
being a valid frame. Although false positives occur, the
average detection rate is about 98.8%, demonstrating
a high detection rate.

5.2 Result II: DoS Defense
The result of the defense against DoS attacks is presented in this section. The attack ECU tries to attack
the CAN bus at an arbitrary time. The DoS attack is
maintained during regular time and then stops. This is
one period of DoS attacks, and it occurs randomly. After this manner, DoS attack continuously happens and
stops.
Figure 5 shows the frame drop rate at the ECU. Because the priority of the attack frames is higher than
that of other frames during a DoS attack, other frames
cannot be transferred. Therefore, the ECU’s frame drop
rate is very large. Figure 5 shows this situation. Initially, we can see that the frame drop rate gradually
becomes large in Figure 5, because the ECU cannot
send frames to the CAN bus. After that, a temporary
ID is created through our method. The communication
between ECUs becomes possible, because the temporary ID had a higher priority than the one used in the
DoS attack. This means that the frame drop rate become lows, as shown in Figure 5. After that, the DoS attack stops and the original ECU ID is recovered. Therefore, ECU communication is possible and there is only
a small frame drop rate. Finally, once the DoS attack
starts again, defense against DoS attacks is initiated
again. As a result, the frame drop rate increased and
decreased in the similar pattern.
When DoS attack is tried at another time, the defense against DoS attack is well performed. There are
two DoS attacks, and each attack triggers defenses. As
in Figure 5, the defense against DoS attack seems effective.

Table 4: Detection rate

Number of
attack frames

10
20
30

Number of ECUs
30 ECUs (%) 40 ECUs (%)
99.3
99.0
99.1
98.6
98.7
98.3

Next, the increase in traffic is measured in the our
method. Table 3 shows how much traffic increases when
the total number of ECUs is 30. The number of attack
frames is 30 in this experiment. The Rate in Table

Table 3: Increase of traffic (30 ECUs)
Driver’s behavior
1) Usual
2) Left/Right turn, U-tern
3) Ignition
4) Stop
5) Acceleration
6) Deacceleration
7) Parking/stop
8) Light
9) Backward movement
10) Change of line

Number of total frames
(A)
4,060
13,522
20,143
15,423
13,696
11,776
27,748
5,611
22,949
20,424
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Number of valid frames
(B)
14
20
19
16
19
13
24
17
18
21

Rate
(B/A * 100 (%))
0.34
0.41
0.09
0.10
0.13
0.11
0.08
0.30
0.10
0.10

fense time during the initial period of a DoS attack is
necessary. Our method takes time to begin defending
against a DoS attack, causing the frame drop rate to
reach approximately 100%. This can be reduced by applying a new algorithm that can detect a DoS attack
more rapidly or by improving the process of generating
a temporary ID.
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Figure 5: Frame drop rate
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